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Connect

• Edward Falkenberg ~ 2004
Durham College/Ontario Tech U.
Gordon Willey Building / Bus Loop
Stainless Steel Ring
Dimensions: 4.88m H/W x .46m D
Connect is a powerful sculpture designed by Claremont sculptor Edward Falkenberg. It represents the
many disciplines being studied. It
symbolizes the connection between
business, industry, government,
technology, education and the college and university, as well as the
many partnerships the shared campus has established with the community. Its segments are joined together
to form a whole, the whole being
greater than the sum of its parts. It is
also a symbol of the cycle of life and
continuous learning. It stands as a
monument to the dynamic ideas embodied by DC and Ontario Tech.
Edward grew up in Edmonton and
moved to Toronto enrolling at the
Ontario College of Art. In 1965 he
graduated with honors in Industrial
Design.
In 2003, Edward was one of only
two Canadian sculptors chosen to
show work at the ﬁrst Chinese Biennale in Beĳing China.
To learn more
about this
Claremont artist
visit his website
w: falkenberg.ca

Circulation – On-Line Only

Garland

Gate To The Future

The Compass

• Douglas Bentham ~ 2006
Durham College/Ontario Tech U.
Avenue of Champions
Painted Steel
Representing Saskatchewan,
Dimensions: 5.2m H x 2.7m W x 2.4m D
Douglas Bentham is known internationally as a constructivist sculptor,
however he originally graduated
from the University of Saskatchewan
with a ﬁne arts degree in painting.
When talking about Garland he
said

• André Fournelle ~ 2013
Durham College/Ontario Tech U.
Avenue of Champions
Corten Steel, Gold Leaf
Representing Quebec
Dimensions: 8m H x 5m W x 130cm D

• Darlene Bolahood ~ 2005
Durham College/Ontario Tech U.
Gordon Willey Building / Bus Loop
Steel, Polycarbonate Sheets
Dimension: 12m H
Former faculty member Darlene Bolahood’s idea was to build the four
towers to align to true north so that
whenever the sun reached the tower
at 12 o’clock, the blue panel would
point to solar noon. She saw her
piece representing time, direction,
and the freedom of choice. The panels of The Compass were cut from
polycarbonate sheets, softer than
acrylic as well as many times stronger.
They were then coloured and varnished with UV protective layers.

“Its ground gathering form
reaches skyward to
embody a spirit of
learning and
achievement.”
“I produce public-scaled sculpture
as an ongoing component of my discipline. My belief is that public sculpture can only be deﬁned as such if it
meaningfully engages both its setting and the people who inhabit that
setting.”
To learn more about this Saskatoon
artist visit his website
w: douglasbentham.com
https://thestarphoenix.com/life/bridges/
douglas-bentham

“For “Gate to the Future” I
was inspired by the music
and sound records sent
into space in 1977 by
NASA on the Voyager
spacecraft.”
said Quebec artist André Fournelle.
Gate to the Future aims to inspire
student dreams. The sculpture embodies the harmonious relationship
between art and technology, form
and function.
The visual signal is composed of
several design elements:
Archway – symbolizes the gate to
the future
Central Vertical Cupola – means
transformation
External Cupola – represents the
radiance of research towards
knowledge.
Donated by Great-West Life, London Life and Canada Life to UOIT on
its 10th Anniversary.
To learn more about this Quebec
artist visit his website
w: andrefournelle.com

“There were both technical
and aesthetic challenges.”
Darlene had the idea and concept
art ready and went to UOIT president
Gary Polonsky to ask if she could create her towering piece for the campus and he agreed with excitement.
“Another aspect of the sculpture for
me was that it was the subject of my
MFA defense (U of Waterloo, Jan.
2006) which was held in the President’s Boardroom, so that we could
see it outside the window during the
event. Super experience.”
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The PineRidge Arts Council
is a volunteer non-profit organization
dedicated to enhancing the quality of life
within the community by developing
widespread appreciation, support
and involvement in the arts.
ArtScene welcomes articles (500 words max) on or
about all arts, poetry, prose, illustrations and photographs from artists in our community. Members
are given space priority. Material may be reprinted
only with permission. ArtScene reserves the right to
edit, crop and editorialize all submissions. ArtScene
will be printed online and may be mailed/distributed to various locations when allowed. The information contained within is believed to be reliable,
but accuracy cannot be guaranteed. We do not
assume responsibility for any errors and/or omissions, related to submitted content.

Mailing Address:
PineRidge Arts Council Inc.
650 Kingston Road
PO Box 18258, Steeple Hill Postal Outlet
Pickering, ON L1V 1A0

Submissions deadline for the
Nov/Dec., 2021 issue ~ Sept. 20th
Cathy Schnippering
editor@pineridgearts.org
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The PineRidge Arts Council WILL MEET
AGAIN WHEN ALLOWED at 7:15 pm on
the first Wed. of each month at Chestnut

Hill Developments Recreation Complex
in Pickering, 1867 ValleyFarm Road
(South of Kingston Rd.)
Everyone welcome. Please call to confirm if
inclement weather – 905-509-3855

Thanks to Mary Cook for allowing us use her design of Douglas
Coupland’s sculpture ”Group Portrait 1957” at the Robert
McLaughlin Gallery for the background of this month's Masthead
and for creating all our coloured mastheads, headers and graphics. We are also grateful for her many contributions to ArtScene –
but especially pages 1, 3, 4, 9 and 11 in this issue. These pages
were beautifully designed and created by Mary as part of her
ongoing “Sculptures of Durham” feature. Thanks to Mary we will
be able to enjoy more of these articles in ArtScene for the rest of
2021 – and into 2022.
Read pineridgearts.org/ArtScene on-line
(there will be no deliveries of this edition) and subscribe to
Mary’s MailChimp updates – go to our home page and sign up.
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Sculptures of Oshawa
Oshawa’s public outdoor art installations
Photography by Mary Cook

Moosedemeanour

Tolmen Lintel

• Douglas Robinson ~ 2006
Durham College/Ontario Tech U.
Limestone
Representing Ontario
Dimensions: 3.7m H x 3m W x 1.8m D
• Charles Pachter ~ 2006
Durham College/Ontario Tech U.
South Village Residence
Corten Steel, Approximately 500 kilos.
Representing Ontario
Dimensions: 2.7m H x 1.2m W x .6m D
One of Canada’s leading contemporary artists, Charles Pachter is a
painter, printmaker, sculptor, designer, historian, and lecturer. His
iconic pop images of the queen,
moose, and maple leaf ﬂag celebrate
Canada’s cultural heritage with wit
and whimsy.
Pachter’s contributions to Canadian culture have been recognized
with honorary doctorates from Brock
University, OCAD University, the U of
T, and Lakehead University.
He is an Oﬃcer of the Order of
Canada, a member of the Order of
Ontario, a Chevalier of France’s
Order of Arts and Letters and a recipient of the Queen’s Golden and Diamond Jubilee medals.
Pachter studied at the U of T, the
Sorbonne, and at the Cranbrook
Academy of Art in the USA.
His work has been exhibited at the
AGO, the ROM, and the McMichæl
Gallery. He has held solo exhibitions
in France, Germany, Japan, the UK,
India, and Bangladesh and he is represented in public and private collections around the world.
w: cpachter.com

“When your medium spans
limestone, travertine and
marble, these stones speak
to you with their distinctive
material sense of
forgiveness and resistance.
Their geologic history bring
forward separate
crystalline structures that
'speak' directly to the hand
and eye. With a stone in
hand, you go far into the
past in order to create for
the future, you become part
of the whole earth matrix
between what is solid and
what is fluid. Then you
take the solid and carve
something fluid again. You
are contemporary, but you
pay homage also to the
Neolithic, the perennial
archaic.”
w: douglasrobinson-sculptor.com

Medicine Wheel

The Medicine Wheel is an iconic part
of Aboriginal history, which holds
varying spiritual meanings for diﬀerent people. In 2014, Durham College’s Aboriginal Student Centre
unveiled its own Medicine Wheel
rock garden.
The medicine wheel is commonly
used as a teaching tool. There are
four quadrants to the wheel, facing
in the four cardinal directions, which
represent diﬀerent aspects of life and
highlight the importance of staying
connected:
North ~ spiritual – promoting intellectual wisdom and the ability to
see the past, present and future as
interconnected.
East ~ physical – promoting the
importance of play and fun and
representing the promise that the
Creator is always willing to listen.
South ~ mental – promoting the
importance of maintaining a
healthy brain to stay connected.
West ~ emotional – promoting the
importance of prayer and reﬂecting on one’s life, attracting the
spirits’ attention.

Medicine Wheel
Aboriginal Student Centre
Grace | Mary Ann Barkhouse
Garland | Douglas Bentham
The Compass | Darlene Bolahood
Pool of Dreams/Lady of the Lake
carved in Italy, sculptor unknown
Douglas Coupland

2000 Simcœ Street North
Oshawa, ON

• Béla Simó ~ 2005
SE corner of Polonsky Commons
Representing the Yukon
Dimensions: 1.2m H x .86mW x .7m D
Béla Simó with some 30 years of experience as a professional sculptor of
various materials: stone, including
marble and granite; wood, plaster
and all products derived from plaster
(plaster marble, winterstone, hydrocal, etc.), resin, as well as metal, in
particular aluminum, copper and
bronze. He also touched the bas-relief in cellulose paste.
w: belasimo.webs.com

Sculptors featured in this issue:

Group Portrait 1957
Durham College | Ontario Tech U

Freedom of Ascent

Diversity | Dawn MacNutt
Mushrooms | Teacher John Oliver
Manufacturing Class, St. Stephen’s
Catholic Secondary School,
Bowmanville
Upstart II-1968 | Clement Meadmore
Moosedemeanour | Charles Pachter
Gazebo and Railing on Pedestrian
Bridge | James Pronk

Connect | Edward Falkenberg

River, Tree, Bench
Reinhard Reitzenstein

Gate to the Future | André Fournelle

Tolmen Lintel | Douglas Robinson

Reverb | Nœl Harding

Freedom of Ascent |Béla Simó
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Diversity

Upstart II – 1968

• Dawn MacNutt ~ 2006
Durham College/Ontario Tech U.
Justice Wing
Bronze (2 pieces)
Representing Nova Scotia
Dimensions: 1.8m H x .5m W
Diversity embodies the richness of
qualities and characteristics present
in a modern multicultural campus. A
grouping of life-sized bronze sculptures, these ﬁgurative sculptures are
universal human forms in shape, size,
race and creed. Their attitude would
be characterized as both positive and
thoughtful. The placement of the
works imply the kind of relationships
and interactions students and faculty
have when acknowledging one another as they travel across campus.
The nature of the bronze work, derived from woven willow, creates an
illusion of implied movement to
passers as light plays through the
back and front.
Ms MacNutt lives in Little Harbour,
Nova Scotia and her work is in the
collection of National Capital Commission, formerly Rideau Hall (Canadiana Collection), Ottawa; Art Gallery
of Nova Scotia, Halifax, N.S.; National
Museum of History), Ottawa; American Craft Museum, (now Museum of
American Design) New York. She has
Honorary Doctorates from Mt. Allison University and Mt. St. Vincent
University and is a Member of the RCA
(Royal Canadian Academy of the Arts).
w: dawnmacnutt.com

• Clement Meadmore~ 1987 | 2012
Aluminum with black Polane finish
Oshawa City Hall
50 Centre Street
Aluminium | 7.6m H
Clement Meadmore is one of the
most highly respected artists of his
generation, for both the quality of
his work and the integrity of his commitment to public sculpture. This
sculptor has been uniquely successful as a creator of public art that
serves as a positive, unifying force in
the environment.
Although initially linked with the
Minimalists, Clement Meadmore
transcended geometry with work of
uncommon force and elegance,
powerful in large scale and small. It
relies for its eﬀect on the opposition
between line and mass, also deriving
power and eloquence from its fusion
of formal invention with intense feeling, a frankly spiritual dimension. Yet
ultimately the appeal of Clement
Meadmore’s work lies in its success
as sheer form.
The artist has managed to overcome geometry’s qualities of stasis,
containment, rigor, and sobriety. His
sculptures deny their physical reality,
suggesting weightlessness. Because
of this extroverted and animated
character, his public commissions
provide oases of humanity in the
urban environment. He himself has
stated:

Reverb

• Noel Harding ~ 2015
Tribute Communities Centre
(formerly General Motors Centre)
99 Athol St. E., Oshawa
Stainless Steel, 5.8 m H
The idea behind Reverb is connected
to our community. Nœl had asked
me (Linda Jansma) to arrange for two
tickets to an Oshawa Generals’
hockey game—he’d never been to a
hockey game and, since the work
was to be positioned outside the GM
Centre, he wanted to get a feel for
the place. It wasn’t the game that
captured his imagination as much as
the crowd. The mirrorlike “speech
bubbles” of Reverb reﬂect the enthusiasm of those who visit the GM Centre (now called Tribute CC) — they
are the ones who trigger the light
show in the sculpture. The work is
less about an artist’s vision, but the
reﬂection of a community. And that
consideration of our public is what
helped inﬂuence the jurors' decision
to favour Nœl's design.
The Robert McLaughlin Gallery,
purchased with the ﬁnancial support
of the Isabel McLaughlin Acquisition
Fund and the Canada Council for the
Arts Acquisition Assistance Program,
2015.
w: rmg.on.ca/noel-harding-rememberedby-linda-jansma/

Grace

• Mary Ann Barkhouse ~ 2007
The Robert McLaughlin Gallery
72 Queen Street, Oshawa
Bronze, Granite
Mary Anne Barkhouse is a nationally
acclaimed artist. She belongs to the
Nimpkish band, Kwakiutl First Nation
and currently lives in the Haliburton
Highlands of Ontario. Her work examines environmental concerns and
indigenous culture through the use
of animal imagery—wolves, ravens,
moose and beaver are juxtaposed
against a diversity of background
situations.
Unveiled in 2007, Grace was commissioned by the RMG. It features
three beavers, sitting on a piece of
Canadian Shield granite, the top of
which is highly polished. The sculpture is named Grace after Italian
sculptor Antonio Canova’s The Three
Graces, depicting three svelte goddesses, Beauty, Mirth and Good Cheer.
On land, the beaver is anything but
graceful, but in the water and in its
energy and eﬃciency, it’s a diﬀerent
story. Beavers are capable of reinventing their territory and the surrounding landscape through hard
work. By placing Grace on a piece of
the Canadian Shield, Barkhouse
places them as valuable players in
the ecosystem of the boreal forest
and survivors of the European Fashion industry.
The Robert McLaughlin, purchased
with ﬁnancial support of the Canada
Council for the Arts, 2007.
w: maryannebarkhouse.ca

“A building is part of the
environment, but a
sculpture is a presence
inhabiting the
environment.”
The Robert McLaughlin Gallery,
gift of Edward and Marla Schwarz,
2015.
w: meadmore.com

Info on Sculptures of Durham
along with a PDF of the locations
plus link to on-line map at
pineridgearts.org⁄selﬁe.html
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Pickering wood sculptor, Bill
Hamilton thinks of his passion as only
a hobby rather than art-making.
In spite of the evident skills and craftsmanship he displays as a wood sculptor,
Pickering carver, Bill Hamilton insists he
has always treated the activity as a
“hobby” and not as art-making in the
pure sense of the word. He only intends
on satisfying himself and not making
works for display or sale. But I must beg
to differ with him: his creations are
works of art in the fullest sense. And
especially his recent Tolkienesque faces
he carves in relief in sets of three on
found pieces of driftwood—relief sculptures that completely evolve from his
highly creative imagination without any
preparatory drawings or conceptualizing.
Hamilton was born in Belfast, parented
by an Irish dad and a Scottish mother,
with the family moving to Edinburgh
when he was nine. His only tie with the
craft he would take up later in life was
school wood-working classes in which
he learned to put together practical
items like stools and tables. In 1968, at
the age of twenty, he immigrated to
Scarborough to live with relatives. And
after a short time as a clerk at a stock
brokerage, he trained in civil technology
at Centennial College and soon landed a
job with the Town of Markham assessing
building projects – employment he
stayed in, except for a ten-year stint with
the Ontario government, through to his
retirement in 2009.
Earlier, in the fall of 1970, Bill had met his
future wife, Susan at a religious youth
group. They were married in 1973 and
over the next decade, the couple had
three boys and a girl and ended up living in Sue’s hometown of Pickering.
Now, Bill had felt an urge to take up
working with wood in the early 1970s
and had begun enrolling in workshops
at various GTA venues, including at
Cedar Ridge Creative Centre in

Scarborough. And even went far afield
to workshops in Lake Placid in the U.S to
upgrade his skills. Initially, he learned
the sculpting of relief pictorials based on
photo images – and even sculpted a 3-D
duck and a wolf – but settled into decorative relief pieces and eventually added
the face sculptures that are his present
fascination. Initially he worked with pine
but moved to basswood and cottonwood bark plus the driftwood with
which he often now works. He spends
monumental amounts of time carving
and finishing his exquisite sculptures
and shows them in local and regional
wood carving exhibitions – shows at

which he has won innumerable ribbons,
including best in show awards.
I met Bill when he joined his wife, Sue (a
terrific painter in her own right) in one of
two classes of 55+ seniors I teach for the
Pickering Recreation program, asking
me to assist him with his graphite pencil
drawing skills – an art expression he
thinks of as having wonderful “soul”.
And in the intervening years, his
progress has been remarkable with his
eager will to improve showing in wonderful improvement in technique and
finish. Three of his drawings were
included in a show I organized (presented by PRAC) with works by the two
seniors’ classes at the McLean
Community Centre in Ajax in February of
last year. And not content with just
upping his drawing ability, Hamilton has
intentions of taking watercolour classes
once things get back to normal, hopefully, this fall.
If you would like to connect with this
warm and talented man, you may do
so at billhamilton2@yahoo.com

Wood sculptor, Bill Hamilton in his workshop with works-in-progress and a self-portrait in
pencil inserted in top corner.
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Pic of the Month for October

Pic of the Month for September

PineRidge Arts Monthly Virtual Photo Contest
Sadly, PRAC did not hold its annual Photo Exhibition in 2021, but happily we are running a themed monthly
virtual photo contest on Instagram. Post your best photo on your Instagram account according to the current month’s theme.
Pic of the Month for September ~ Close-ups and Pic of the Month for October - Colours of Autumn
check pineridgearts.org/pic.html for current theme updates
Include #ContestPRAC tag so we can find your work. Each photographer is allowed a maximum of two photos each per theme.
Just a few more rules in addition to those mentioned:
• Tag two friends on each photo • Photographer must be over 18 years of age • Be a resident of Ontario
• Follow PRAC #contestPRAC on Instagram.
At the end of the month PRAC will select the post with the most likes and award the photographer $50

Our June Winners
for “Peonies”

Our July Winner
for “Birds”

Mark Cassell
and
Marianne
McLinton

Mark says:
“Of all the flowers that bloom in the spring,
one of my favourites are our peonies which
are incredibly delicate and have such a
beautiful deep pink colour.
This photo of a peony just starting to open
was taken with a 105mm macro lens on a
very overcast day, which usually provides
the best lighting for outdoor flower photography. As a welcome bonus, it had just
rained and I was able to capture water
droplets on the flower which always add a
nice element to any flower photo.

Mike Lavender

Marianne says:
“A beautiful early blooming peony. It's
so delicate and pretty in the afternoon
sunshine. This is definitely one of my
favorites..
I am excited to see the next issue of
your ArtScene publication and I'm
thrilled that my photo was a winner.”

Mike says:
I see this young swan almost everyday on my walk but this
was the first time it came close while I was along the beach.
The family of swans swam over to where I was and I watched
them as their young ones slowly dozed off for a nap.
The bright warm sun made for some nice lighting with this one.
It was a nice moment that I was happy to capture of this
common, yet beautiful swan which I entitled “Afternoon Nap”.

Marianne’s prize was sponsored by
Oshawa’s Culture Counts.
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FRESH START!

As a school teacher, September always feels
more like a new year than January. New
Students. New Staff. New Beginnings. Being a
teacher in education and dance has its perks.
As a freelance dance teacher I am always wondering how I can translate classroom ideas into
the studio. I have compiled a short list of tools
and tips that I use in my classroom that can
also be used in the studio.

1 Greet them by name - Greet them by
name - It’s a little thing but it means so much. I
am sure you have seen teachers post how they
say hi to each student with a high five or choreographed handshake but even just eye contact
and “hey suzy” can be enough to perk that
student up. If you have students line up and
enter one at a time, it works better than just
entering as one big group. That way you can
greet each one individually and totally set the
tone for the day.
2 Intentions - have students declare verbally
what they would like to accomplish or the feeling they would like to have at the end of class.
It could be as simple as “have fun”, “laugh a
lot” or as specific as “focus on turning out from
the hips”. These intentions do not have to be
daily but could be written monthly on a sticky
note. If I had a studio full of mirrors I would
give my students dry erase markers and have
them write their intentions on the borders of
the mirrors.
3 Get them used to giving and taking feedback - For example, when they are going
across the floor have them partner up and tell
each other what
they did well or
what they could
work on. I like to
do one positive
comment and
one constructive
criticism. I
always ask them
to choose someone they haven’t
worked with before. It builds relationships,
especially for shy or new students. It can sometimes be intimidating coming to a class where
all the dancers have grown up together.
4 Improv games - Dancers are always telling
a story so why not warm up with improv
games! It’s a ton of fun, breaks up the mundane, and gets them to think on their feet. My
favourite game to start them off is called
Energy Ball. Standing in a circle I start by
doing a short movement with sound. It should
not be a choreographed movement. For example, imagine you have some sort of bug on you

and you see it for the first time and are trying
to get it off you. The sound should be as basic
as the movement. They shouldn’t need to think
about it. After you perform the movement and
sound, have the students copy you. Repeat
this about 5-10 times with a different movement and sound until they get the hang of it.
Then you ask each student to take the lead in
the circle. One makes a sound and movement
and the others copy. Go around the circle. It’s
a great 5 minute energizer at the beginning of
class. Once they get comfortable playing then
they can direct their sound and movement to
someone across the circle who copies it and
does their own sound and movement to another dancer. The object is to not keep the energy flowing and to get out of your head and
into your body. There are so many other
improv games that you can find online that can
be tailored to fit your dance class.
5 Affirmations - I do this at the end of class.
Affirmations are positive comments that make
you feel warm and fuzzy. Students can give a
general positive comment to the whole group
or to a specific
dancer. I
always start by
giving the
dancers general
comments
about their
effort in class.
Then I open up
the floor to anyone who would
like to give an affirmation. I encourage
dancers to try to use affirmations to build
bridges in their relationships. So I won’t give
my bestie a positive comment every class but
share an affirmation about the new student.
You can also have an affirmation wall in the
change room for students to look at or read
before and after class.
6 Meditations - It’s always nice to end class
with a few deep breaths while laying on the
cold floor. Using meditation before competition or recital is also a wonderful technique to
get your dancers focussed. In between your
last practice and performance time, encourage
your dancers to listen to their song, close their
eyes and perform the routine in their head.
Encourage them to visualize themselves performing a perfect routine, taking enormous
leaps across the stage and nailing every move
with strong and perfect balance.
Whether you choose to implement some or all
of these tips, just remember that keeping it
simple is always best, especially when it comes
to children. So keep these tricks in your pocket and use them when needed. Sometimes
one group will take well to affirmations and
another group won’t. Pick and choose what is
right for you. Most importantly, keep that
spark alive and enjoy what you do. Because
YOU are changing lives one dancer at a time.

Merle Gonsalvez has degrees in
Dance and Education from York
University. She is certified with the
British Association of Teachers of
Dance and is trained in tap, jazz,
ballet, moder n, and African dance .

Upcoming Events
pickeringlibrary.ca

5MFF ~ Saturday, September 25
This is our main red carpet event. Grab
some popcorn and bubbly as we will
screen film submissions and have Q&A
sessions with our filmmakers. A fun-filled
afternoon for all to enjoy. Feel free to wear
your Armani and Dior.
This event is targeted to adult clients and
will be online. Zoom links will be sent out
to registrants the day before the event.

Makers & Artisans ~ Thurs., Oct. 14
& 28 from 2:00 PM - 3:00 PM
This event is targeted to adult and senior
clients from 2:00 to 3:00 pm.
Whether you are knitting, crocheting,
crafting, printing, building, or just socializing – you can do it online through Zoom!
Bring your own projects, share ideas, and
get creative.
This will be online only, register in order
to be sent the Zoom link. All you need is a
smartphone/device, computer, or even a
home phone!

Victoria County Studio Tour
Sept. 25-26 & Oct. 2-3
10am - 5pm ~ 705-887-2229
victoriacountystudiotour.com/
vcstudiotour@msn.com
The VCST is a self driving art tour that
takes place every fall in the Kawartha
Lakes. This area is a popular cottage destination because of its quaint communities
nestled among numerous lakes and natural, rugged scenic land and in the fall the
leaves are spectacular. Combine this with
diverse artistic talent and you have the
perfect foundation for a successful and
well-established studio tour. The tour
offers a unique blend of mediums, something for every taste. Landscape, wildlife
and mixed media style paintings, hand
built and turned stoneware, metal garden
art, basketry and wire, weaving, fibre and
textural art, stained glass and wood turning can all be enjoyed at studio visits.
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Snap a Selfie with Sculpture Contest
Share your FUN side!
and win $50 from PRAC
Many of you have enjoyed a recent facebook post of
people having creative poses with sculptures.
Durham residents have a number of outdoor public art
works they can ham it up with and share with us on
facebook and instagram.
Whisper secrets into Sir William Stephenson's ear in
Whitby, get 'framed' in Ground Outline by Station
Gallery, talk to Lucy Maud Montgomery in Leaksdale,
there are so many to choose from. No limit to number
of photos with Durham Sculptures.
List and Map available at
https://pineridgearts.org/forms/locations_SculpturesOf
Durham
Rules and Regulations
• Follow PineRidge Arts Council on Instagram, tag two friends or
follow our group facebook page
• Players must be Ontario residents and 18 years of age and over
• Enter your selfie photos with outdoor public sculptures in the
Region of Durham.
Images may be shared and used in promotional pieces on Ajax,
Central Counties Tourism, Clarington, Durham Region, Oshawa,
Pickering, PRAC, Scugog and Whitby social media platforms.

$50 PRAC Award
for July’s Contest
Winner to
Donna Ulrich and
daughter Sammy
for their Selfie taken
with Ruth
Abernethy’s sculpture
“Len Cullen” in
Whitby

$50 PRAC Award for June’s Contest Winner to
the Indo-Canadian Cultural Association of Durham Inc.

for their Selfie taken with Geordie Lishman’s sculpture
“Inspire” in Esplanada Park, Pickering.

$50 CCT Gift Certificate sent
to June’s Contest Winner Paula
Greaves for “Pallett Obelisk”
by sculptor James Cameron
Smith at A Gift of Art in
Newcastle.

$50 CCT Gift Certificate sent
to June’s Contest Winner Terri
Head seen here at Uxbridge
Town Hall
with “Spirit Bear” by sculptor
Gerd Untermann

$50 PRAC Award sent
to July’s Contest
Winner Jenny Truong
seen here in Alex
Robertson Park,
Pickering with “Owl
(Hibou)” by sculptor
Dorsey James

$50 CCT Gift
Certificate sent
to July’s
Contest Winner
Anja Sagan
seen here having fun with a
sculpture
by Ron Baird at
Ajax Town Hall.
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Group Portrait 1957

River Tree/Bench

• Douglas Coupland, 2011
The Robert McLaughlin Gallery | 72 Queen Street
Metal ~ 3.3m H x 8.1m W
“For The Robert McLaughlin Gallery I propose a work that reﬂects the Gallery’s
curatorial mandate to transmit forward to future generations the work and
ideas of its collection, speciﬁcally the work of Painters Eleven. To do this I’ve
taken the seminal portrait of the group, Peter Croydon’s 1957 group portrait,
and have used it as a framework on which to place abstract forms that represent each member. These forms and their colours are derived from a key piece
of each of the eleven members’ works in the Gallery’s collection. The forms are
circular containing concentric rings which are then placed above a painted white
metal framework so that in symphony, all eleven forms become transmitters.”
Staﬀ ﬁrst met with Doug Coupland in the summer of 2010 to gage his interest in working with the RMG to produce a third public art commission. In 2002,
the Gallery commissioned Reinhard Reitzenstein to create River Bench, and in
2007, Mary Anne Barkhouse was commissioned to produce Grace, our much
loved beavers at the front of the building. Fortunately for us, Doug was not
only interested, but let us know of his friendship with Arthur Erickson, the
building’s renowned architect, as well as his interest in mid-century modernist
painting. In the months that followed, we supplied Doug with background information on the building and its ﬁrst mandate that included collecting and exhibiting work by Ontario’s ﬁrst abstract painting group, Painters Eleven (1953–
1960), and sent him images of work by each of the group from our collection.
The Robert McLaughlin Gallery, purchased with the ﬁnancial support of the
Isabel McLaughlin Acquisition Fund and the Canada Council for the Arts Acquisition Assistance Program, 2011. w: coupland.com

Pool of Dreams

• Sculptor Unknown ~ 1958
Lakeview Park | 1450 Simcoe St. S.
Carrara marble | 1.2m H
The sculpture was carved in Italy and
arrived by ship into the Port of Montreal on February 16, 1959. The total
cost for the project was $3389.00 (in
1959 dollars) which included the
sculpture, pool construction, foundation assembly, design, and tablet inscription.
In 2001 the fountain was given a
new lease on life when it was moved
from its original location to grace
pride of place within the Oshawa
Museum precinct of Lakeview Park. A
new pool was constructed and once

again jets of water sprayed over the
young girl.
One of the most notable, and at
times controversial, features of Lakeview Park is this fountain featuring a
sculpture of a young girl. Known affectionately as The Lady of the Lake
the sculpture was erected in an illuminated pool donated by General
Motors of Canada and was located in
the southwest corner of the park. We
are grateful to Dale Thissen of
Whitby’s Staﬀord Monuments who
provided additional details from his
records about the sculpture and
fountain. It was Dales’s father Charles
and grandfather Ernest Staﬀord that
supplied the sculpture for the installation. Oﬃcially known as Pool of
Dreams, the fountain features a
statue of a young girl leaning on a
rock and is made of Carrara marble.
Carrara marble is known for its white
or blue grey colouring with a soft
feathery eﬀect. This marble is popular for building décor and sculpture
and has been used in some of the
most notable monuments in the
world including the Marble Arch in
London and the Pantheon in Rome.
From an article in Oshawa Museum
Memory Book Project

• Reinhard Reitzenstein ~ 2002
The Robert McLaughlin Gallery | 72 Queen Street
Bronze ~ .85m H x 6.2m W x 1.98m D
This sculpture entitled, River Tree⁄Bench, consists of a 24' bronze Ironwood
tree lying on its side, its position due, perhaps to high winds, or the ravages of
time. The delicate root system wraps its tendrils around two limestone boulders. Along the base of the trunk near the roots are protrusions reminiscent of
a backbone or spine. Is this an aﬃrmation of our symbiotic relationship with
the natural world that can only be truly appreciated through sympathetic understanding of what has been lost?
River Tree⁄Bench was selected by the Jury Committee of the RMG and was
commissioned as a site-speciﬁc work and is installed at the rear of the building
by the Oshawa Creek. It was purchased by The Robert McLaughlin Gallery.
Reinhard Reitzenstein was born in Uelzen, Germany in 1949,
He studied at the Ontario College of Art and Design, Toronto, Canada.
He is based in Grimsby, Ontario, Canada and Buﬀalo, NY, USA.
Reitzenstein is an environmental sculptor.
Reitzenstein’s work has consistently taken him into processes exploring ways
to interconnect nature, culture, science and technology. His work crosses several disciplines: indoor installation and sculpture, photography, digitally
processed images; large-scale drawings; outdoor tree-based installations and
sound art.
Reitzenstein has held over one hundred solo exhibitions and participated in
some 300 group exhibitions in North America and abroad.
He has completed more than twenty public art commissions along with numerous private commissions.
His work is represented in over 50 public and corporate collections internationally, among those are, the National Gallery of Canada, the Art Gallery of
Ontario, University of Toronto, The University of Western Ontario, Teutloﬀ Collection, Bielefeldt, Germany, CONAC, Caracas, Venezuela, City of Pirkkala, Finland, Fidelity investments, Boston, Mass., Trilogy, Austin, Texas, Tridel
Corp.Toronto, City of Toronto Parks, National Capital Commission.
He is currently an Associate Professor at SUNY, Buﬀalo where since 2000 he
has been the Director of the Sculpture Program.
He is represented by, the Olga Korper Gallery, Toronto, Canada.
w: reinhardreitzenstein.com

Gazebo and Railings on Pedestrian Bridge
• James Pronk ~ 2006
Metal Work
Oshawa Valley Botanical Gardens
Valleyview Gardens | 155 Arena St.
Gazebo approx. 4.6m H x 3m W
James is a metal sculptor, artist,
blacksmith, welder and steel boat
builder with a love for sailing, biking,
stand-up paddling and the great outdoors. He also did the restoration
work on the gates from Parliament
Hill in Ottawa and numerous railings
all over North America.
These custom pieces were created
for The Oshawa Garden Club’s 75th
Anniversary.
w: jamespronk.pb.online/

w:
lakeviewparkoshawa.wordpress.com/20
20/05/21/the-lady-of-the-lake⁄
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Persian Carpets
by Lucy E.M. Black

We have an old kilim in our guest room.
It’s approximately 100 years of age and
has worn creases that show how it has
previously been folded for moving. I’m
told that this particular kilim was from a
nomadic family. Patterning around the
border show large hooked C shapes – or
stylized waves. These indicate a wish for
the sojourner to find water which was so
necessary for travelling families. The
eight-pointed stars in the carpet are
known as the stars of wisdom and represent the most valuable possession a man
can have – his wisdom. I understand that
this simple kilim was likely woven by people living and moving around the
Caucasus mountains. The dyes are simple
browns likely made from grasses and
barks. The weave is quite primitive and
would have been done on a crude, roughly constructed loom. The pattern is filled
with errors and breaks indicating either
an inexpert or hurried weaver. While a
slight imperfection is a necessary part of a
beautifully woven carpet, the types of
irregularities in this kilim are numerous.
I love that this kilim makes statements
about wisdom and home, and that it has
its own storied history. This humble floor
covering expresses my wish for all of our
guests – that they will travel and find wisdom and joy in their journey, and that
they find water and hospitality and peace
while they are visiting in our home.
A smallish Persian carpet, vibrant with
burgundies and yellows and greens, lies
in our bedroom. It contains a modern
representation of the historic Tree of Life
motif. Surrounding the tree are bird and
plants representing eternal life. The tree
apparently signifies connections from
earth to heaven and to the underworld.
The Persian carpet in our kitchen is filled
with medallions and tracery in soft pinks
and blues and greys. Again, this is a modern version of a medallion carpet but the
repeated image is said to indicate the eye
of the All-Knowing. Our carpets are not
valuable ones but they were chosen carefully and are quite meaningful to us. I
believe that they contribute a quite special element to our home.
Kilims and Persian carpets are beautiful
objects to be treasured. The colours are
sumptuous and the patterns and motifs

are beautiful, intricate and redolent with
history. Carpet weaving has been a part
of Persian and Iranian culture for thousands of years. We know that families of
weavers pass on their skills from one generation to the next and that the weaving
of a single Persian carpet may still involve
many members of one family group.
Although aspects of the look of such carpets can now be reproduced in factories,
authentic versions are still lovingly created by households where a pattern is chosen, the wool is sourced and prepared
and dyed by individuals using the old
methods, and the weaving is shared. The
production of one such carpet might still
be an enterprise that consumes a family
unit for a year, and its sale will not only
need to provide income for them all, but
must also facilitate the purchase of more
materials to make a new one.

Persian carpets are made in many regions
throughout Iran (formerly Persia). Each
region is known for their own distinct versions of the carpets, with some specializing in certain symbols, colours, borders or
materials. Different qualities of wool can
be used. Sometimes, fine wool taken
from the underbelly of a lamb is woven
with silk, while at other times, coarser hair
from goats or camels or horses is blended
with the wool. These blended wools do
not hold the dyes in the same way and so
are only utilized for particular applications. The skill of the dyer is what most
often makes one carpet distinct from
another. Authentic dyes include those
made only from natural materials only,
including insect dyes. These dyes can be
quite brilliant. A full range of colours can
be created by dying the wool multiple
times. The colour green in a naturallydyed wool carpet, for instance, means
that the wool would first be dyed blue,
dried, and then dyed again in yellow.
Only skillful dyers can ensure that the
colours are even throughout the skeins of
wool being prepared. Often, the wool is
dyed several times to create the desired
shade or richness of colour. Although
synthetic dyes are now available, many
believe that they can not replicate the
vibrant colour attained by the use of multiple dye pots using natural dyes.
Authentic rugs are hand-knotted.
Different knots and knotting techniques

are used by the weavers, each with its
own specific application. The more knots
per square inch, the finer the finished
product. A Persian carpet with 500 knots
per square inch can take four or five
weavers, working six days a week,
approximately twelve to fourteen months
to complete. The intricacy of the pattern
and the amount of bright lighting available can also contribute to how quickly
the piece progresses. The delicate fringes
at the end of a carpet, often involving
complex knots and tassels, are typically
constructed using the cotton threads from
the carpet’s structural framework. These
fringes are also a key feature of an
authentic carpet.
When the weavers have completed the
weaving of a carpet, it is not yet ready for
sale. First it must be washed to ensure
the loose fibres are removed and that the
wool is clean. While it is still wet, the carpet is stretched and blocked to help it
maintain its shape. Traditionally, a carpet
would be left to dry in the sun. An artisan,
skilled in the final finishing of a carpet,
oversees these last stages lest a year’s
work and enterprise be ruined. Using
very fine tools, the rug is clipped to
ensure that the final surface is even. Then
it is ironed to a fine, smooth finish with
the nap of the wool fibres carefully tamed.
Many people believe that the combination of colours, motifs, symbols and borders in a carpet represent a message
intended for the eventual owner of the
carpet. Often these are intended to be a
blessing. Tiny flaws or barely visible
imperfections are woven into the carpet
deliberately. This practice stems from the
belief that a weaver should not attempt to
compete with The Creator by producing
an object of perfection.
-30Black, David, Editor, The Macmillan Atlas
of Rugs & Carpets: A comprehensive guide
for the buyer and collector (New York:
Macmillan Publishing Company, 1985).
Black, David and Clive Loveless, Editors,
Woven Gardens: Nomad and Village Rugs
of the Fars Province of Southern Persia
(London: David Black Oriental Carpets,
1979).
Bosly, Caroline, Rugs to Riches: An
Insider’s Guide to Oriental Rugs (New
York: Pantheon Books, 1980).
Eiland, Murray L. and Murray Eiland III,
Oriental Carpets: A Complete Guide
(London: Laurence King Publishing, 1998).
Purdon, Nicholas, Carpet and Textile
Patterns (London: Laurence King
Publishing, 1996).
Schlosser, Ignaz, The Book of Rugs
Oriental and European (New York:
Bonanza Books, 1963).
Valcarenghi, Dario, Kilim History and
Symbols (Milan: Electa, 1994).

Pickering Performing Arts Centre
Provide your feedback!

Welcome to the Performing Arts Centre. From concerts, theatre, drama,
dance, and orchestra, to a unique location for events, enjoy the 600
seat theatre, studio theatre, rehearsal room and foyer that opens onto
the public square. Register and provide your feedback today!
https://letstalkpickering.ca/citycentre/survey_tools/arts-centre-designshare-your-feedback
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Mushrooms
• Created by the Manufacturing Class of
St. Stephen’s Catholic Secondary School
Bowmanville ~ 2015
ValleyView Gardens
155 Arena Street, Oshawa
Steel,1.2 m high
The three shiitake mushroom sculptures, completed in 2015, were designed and fabricated over
a two-year period by many students studying
Manufacturing Technology at St. Stephen C.S.S.,
Bowmanville. Under the creative vision and tutelage of their now retired teacher, John Oliver, this

authentic project was born. He had the great idea
of assisting students to make something tangible
and lasting.
The routine practice in the teaching of welding
techniques involves using small squares of steel
plate and welding them together.
However the mushrooms were not made from
used welding ticket coupons. “Unknown to Principal Joly, I bought several plates of 1⁄4 inch plates
that is 4 foot by 8 foot steel sheets out of my operating budget, sort of creative book keeping” says
John Oliver.
When asked about the detail in the mushroom
stems, Oliver said “In learning how to weld one of
the diﬃcult to tasks is placing one bead of weld
half way through a parallel bead called a pad weld.
All my students had to master this procedure. The
mushroom stems were that lesson and a hard one
because if the pad was done poorly the student
had to grind oﬀ all their work and try again. You
would not believe how many mini-grinders were
burnt up before I was satisﬁed.”
Throughout the process, the students learned a
number of welding and manufacturing techniques
to add other features to the mushrooms. Once the
fabrication was complete, John had the mushrooms
professionally sandblasted and powder coated.

This project is one of a series of many artistic outputs donated by the school over the years. Some of
their prior installations have found homes at the
Toronto Zoo, Gerdau Steel, Whitby and in the Town
of Essex.
John then reached out to local municipalities to
check for interest in installing the mushrooms.
Thanks gœs to the City of Oshawa for their willingness to ﬁnd the mushrooms a home, for professionally installing them and hosting a full public
unveiling ceremony.

John Oliver

Public Art on Campus: Dr. Gary Polonsky and Anne Fotheringham
by Angie Littlefield
Dr. Gary Polonsky had a vision to create more
post-secondary options for the citizens of
Durham Region. He helped establish Durham
College in 1988 and the University of Ontario Institute of Technology in 2001—as Founding President in both cases. Polonsky’s vision of
post-secondary education included public art. In
December 2020, Dr. Polonsky, spoke with Anne
Fotheringham about why he placed sculptures on
campus:

The mid-career criterion was to show the students that if the sculptor worked hard to be a
part of the project, that with more hard work to
create something special to represent their
province⁄territory, it could lead to a great boost
to their career and take them to a new level. The
students could see creativity and hard work can
lead to them furthering what they themselves
were striving for in life. As it turned out, all the
sculptors DID go much further in their careers.

I had a double motivation: inspiration and
brand. As to inspiration, I have long felt that art,
beauty, imagination, creativity, call it what you
will, elevate human consciousness like little else.
So, as students walked from class to class,
building to building, as they thought and discussed what they just heard, I hoped that they
would think even deeper, or lighter, by being
inspired by what they were passing.

Dr. Polonsky’s and Anne Fotheringham’s eﬀorts
enabled a signiﬁcant number of sculptures to ﬁnd
their way on to campus before Dr. Polonsky’s retirement in 2006. Dr. Polonsky wrote to Anne in
2020, “While I ran out of time to ﬁnish the job, a
nice start was made, thanks to you. I still hope
someone will ﬁnish it.”

Dr. Gary Polonsky, a native of Thunder Bay,
served students for 42 years, across ﬁve institutions in ﬁve provinces, and over half of those
years as a president. In 1988, Dr. Polonsky became President of Durham College, a position
he held until March 31, 2006. His team’s
achievements included tripling the enrolment;
building the Skills Training Centre in Whitby
and building an Arena, Tennis Centre, and new
Athletic Complex. In 2001, Dr. Polonsky became
Founding President of the University of Ontario
Institute of Technology (UOIT), Ontario’s
newest university in over 40 years. He remained
President of Durham College, making him the
only Canadian to have been President concurrently of both a college and a university.

Anne Fotheringham has a favourite sculpture on
campus. She wrote,

Anne Fotheringham is a Toronto-based private art dealer, who specializes in Group of
Seven, modern art, 1920s and ’30s Canadian
artists, as well as young Canadian artists. In
1978, she established Libby’s of Toronto Art
Gallery, which she ran for over 20 years. She is
the founder of the Libby Memorial Lecture at
The McMichæl Canadian Art Collection. Anne
has served as a director or member with various organizations and committees, including
the Canadian Hearing Society Foundation,
Bridgepoint Health Centre’s Fundraising Committee, University of Ontario Institute of Technology’s Art Committee and the Empire Club of
Canada. Anne was on the board of the Canadiana Foundation which is in charge of the
restoration and decorative ⁄ ﬁne arts of the Oﬃcial Residences of Canada, from 2003 – 2012.
She became a member of the Canadiana Fund
from October 15, 2012 to present.

As to brand, I took seriously our charge to be
“The MIT of the North”. Canada’s Massachusetts
Institute of Technology. And so, the notion of
having at least one sculpture from every
Province and Territory, as well as one representing the country as a whole, would punctuate that vision, that brand.
In 2001, Dr. Polonsky recruited Anne Fotheringham, a private art dealer to be an advisor as to
how to achieve his twofold vision. Fotheringham
had extensive experience in the arts community
and knew how to source sculptural pieces for the
campus. She used Dr. Polonsky’s criteria—a mid
career sculptor and a work to represent each
province and territory—and began her search.
Fotheringham’s list of potential sculptors went to
an Art Committee made up of Dr. Polonsky, members of the teaching staﬀ, members of the student community and Anne. Once sculptors were
selected, the committee provided them with
input into their concepts for their particular campus work. Anne added:

‘“Tolemen Lintel’ by Doug Robinson
is special. It has a marble doorway
and a bench behind that doorway.
The idea was to sit and look
through the doorway. It looked over
the pond—a place to contemplate
one’s future.”

Anne’s husband, Canadian journalist Alan Fotheringham who died in 2020, donated the marble seat.
On Ontario Tech’s 10th anniversary, Quebec artist
Andre Fournelle’s Gate to the Future was unveiled on campus. Polonsky’s vision continues.
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What does this Fall have in
store for us? Be patient – we’ll
get there eventually.
Sadly, we all know that September usually marks the end of warm weather,
summer vacations, long weekends,
drinks by the pool, and the beginning of
getting back to a normal routine of
school and work. But what does this fall
have in store for us given the current
state of affairs and the relaxing of public
health restrictions. Will we be moving to
more in-person events or larger gatherings? I guess time will tell. Just remember to be kind if your favourite place or
event isn’t where other places and events
are. There are many reasons (i.e. lack of
resources, products or staffing, fear or
uneasiness, etc.) that can cause this. Be
patient - we/they’ll get there eventually.

YouTube search using the title as your
search words. Just remember, there is
about a 5 minute buffer at the beginning
due to it being streamed live last year,
but you can fast forward that part.

Last September was supposed to mark
the 10th Anniversary Season for the St.
Francis Centre, but we all know how
that turned out. I’m happy to say that
all of the artists that we had booked,
have been rescheduled, albeit more so
from January to June of 2022. But we’ll
see how things play out this fall.

The line-up for the Season Launch
includes The Young Novelists whose
songs are inspired by the stories of small
towns in Ontario, Avery Raquel, a 19
year old musical
powerhouse who
presents a multigenre experience
including contemporary soul, R&B,
Jazz and Pop, and
Twin Flames, a
multi-award-winning group whose
lyrical and
thought-provoking music creates a
sonic landscape
that tells stories of
courage and survival while honouring their ancestors’ history and
rich Indigenous
backgrounds.

Typically, September would be the time
for our Season Launch, but seeing as all
of the same performers from last year
will be part of the 2021-2022 Season, we
decided not to do one this year. But, if
you missed last year’s Season Launch, or
want to re-familiarize yourself with the
entertainers and shows that we have
planned, you can catch the St. Francis
Centre Virtual Season Launch on the
Town’s YouTube channel or do a

The Season launch was hosted by Geri
Hall (This Hour Has 22 Minutes) and
Gary Pearson (The Second City, Mad
TV) who also gave us a sneak peek at
their show, Middle Raged. They also lead
you through the amazing line-up of
shows that will be part of our next season. NOTE: Because this is a repeat
from last year, the listed dates of performances will obviously be changed for the
new season.

The Town of Ajax will once again be presenting our annual Ajax Spirit Walk this
September, which will focus on historic
Pickering Village, and will once again be
presented virtually online. Starting at the
St. Francis Centre, you’ll virtually journey through Pickering Village and hear
from historical “spirits” as you learn
about the history of the former St.
Francis de Sales Catholic Church and St.
George’s Anglican Church, Timothy
Rogers and the Quakers, Mike Duffin
and his mysterious disappearance, the
Markham Gang and Oliver Badgerow,
and what life was like in the early days
of Pickering Township. With additional
narration, historical photos and live
recorded “spirits” courtesy of Ajax
Community Theatre, you’ll discover our
community’s rich history heritage.

We will also be bringing back the popular
Lights! Camera! Buzz In! Virtual Trivia
Nights presented by the St. Francis
Centre. The series kicks off in September
with 80s/90s trivia, and with other
themes like Music Trivia, TV Trivia,
Spooky Trivia, Fantasy Trivia, and
Holiday Trivia, there’s something for
everyone. You’ll play head to head, trying to stay on top of the leaderboard, and
win some great prizes. Keep an eye on
the Town’s social media and/or
ajax.ca/townevents for more information or to register.
As we move forward in the province’s reopening plan, please keep an eye on the
Town’s website, our social media feeds
and the PRAC weekly updates to see
what the Town is doing from an arts &
cultural perspective. Hopefully we’ll be
back to hanging art exhibits at the
McLean Community Centre and Ajax
Town Hall, live shows at the St. Francis
Centre, and planning events such as
Pumpkinville.

I’ve said it before, and I’ll say
it again. Whether it’s live or
virtual, there’s so much out
there to do … so go on!
Get to it!!
Experience Ajax!
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Announcing the Three Winners of
the First Cultural Expressions
Arts Scholarship

In July Cultural Expressions Art Gallery Inc. presented scholarships to three recipients of its first
annual arts scholarship in support of Black students in Durham Region pursuing post-secondary education in the arts at a Canadian institution.
Tori Wanzama ~ is a graduate of Father Leo J. Austin Catholic Secondary
School in Whitby and will be pursuing a Bachelor of Applied Arts in
Media and Communication Studies as well as a Diploma in Media
Communications at the University of Guelph-Humber.
Hailey Brady ~ graduated from O’Neill Collegiate and Vocational
Institute in Oshawa and will be pursuing a Bachelor of Fine Arts in Dance
at York.
Aja Young ~ graduated from O'Neill Collegiate and Vocational Institute in
Oshawa and will be attending the Theatre Program at York University,
earning a Bachelor of Arts in the School of the Arts, Media, Performance
and Design.
Each student received an award of $1,000, granted by Cultural Expressions
Art Gallery Inc with sponsorship support from Rotary Club of Pickering,
Durham Children’s Aid Foundation and PineRidge Arts Council.
Esther Forde is president and the proprietor of the gallery, which had its
home in Ajax’s historic Pickering Village from 2007 to 2015.
“I am so excited to have reached this stage in our years-long journey to get
this arts scholarship off the ground,” says Forde. “Presenting this scholarship is a dream come true for me and a small contribution towards the
development of future professional artists.”
Cultural Expressions Art Gallery Inc. is a not-for-profit corporation that contributes to making art and culture accessible through special events. It is
best known for presenting the annual Durham Black History Month
Celebration, which in 2021 celebrated its 14th year with a virtual, online
event.
Follow https://www.instagram.com/durham_bhm/ and https://www.facebook.com/DurhamBHM

Durham Youth Orchestra
Musical Director John Beaton
The Durham Youth Orchestra, directed by John Beaton, invites young
musicians, who play standard string, woodwind or brass instruments, to
audition for our upcoming season. We have returned to in-person
rehearsals and concerts in Oshawa and Whitby to prepare and perform
orchestral masterpieces by such composers as Bach, Mozart, Beethoven,
Elgar and Dvorak. We are planning our 25th Anniversary Gala Concert
and Celebration, which will include current DYO members performing
side-by-side with former members. Returning DYO alumnists will include
musicians who have studied at universities and conservatories throughout
North America, including among others, the University of Toronto,
McGill University, the Glenn Gould School, the San Francisco
Conservatory and the Juilliard School.
For more information, email jbeaton@dyomusic.com or phone 289-356-3219
or visit www.dyomusic.com.

Join Music4Life String Orchestra
Our 2021 Fall Season Begins September 18th
Musical Director and Conductor Kathryn Knowles
Join string musicians of all ages and all skill levels for an exciting session
from September to December:
• Open to all ages and all skill levels
• Violin, Viola, Cello and Double Bass Sectionals lead by our professional
experienced music teachers
• This session is designed as a virtual/in-person model. The session will
begin with virtual rehearsals only. If in-person playing is an option, players will have the option to attend in-person or continue virtually from the
safety of their own home.
• Keep up your playing skills, learn new repertoire and participate in our
virtual recorded performances with professional guest artists
• Community Hours available for High School Students!
Sessions run every Saturday from 4:15 pm to 5:30 pm EDT when virtual
and 4:15pm to 6:15pm if in-person.
Virtual session details provided to registered participants only. We look forward to seeing you this fall!
www.Music4LifeEnsemble.ca or 647-980-8683

More Ope nings & Happe nings
A GIFT OF ART
187 King Ave E, Newcastle
https://agiftof-art.com/about/,
Upcoming Fall Classes and Workshops
Please check in with our social medial feeds and
official website for further details as they come.
Save the dates for the following classes and
workshops
In light of the Provincial Covid-19 situation
improving, all classes and workshops will be instudo unless otherwise noted. In-studio classes
will consist of six students who are masked and
socially distanced.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

GALERIE Q
1521 Peterborough County Rd 10, Cavan

https://galerie-q.com

Millbrook is a go-to place for shooting movies. A
Netflix original was filmed here recently. It is a
quaint and lovely village to visit.
Now Millbrook also hosts this lovely venue for
art. The new Galerie Q has undergone a major
renovation and is very lovely. You will want to
see the space for yourself.
Galerie Q has in its collection well-respected
French Canadian artists, internationally recognized Canadian artists, and fine local artists.
There will be new and changing art shows in the
gallery.
Valerie Kent, Director, will be happy to assist
you. Please do not hesitate to contact her
at valeriekent1@gmail.com
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

LATCHAM ART CENTRE
Latcham Art Centre
2 Park Drive, Stouffville
https://www.latchamartcentre.ca￼
Doors opening Tue., Sept. 7th at 10 am
Staff and volunteers are excited to announce that
Latcham Art Centre will be opening its doors to
the public on September 7th. Staff have been
busy creating a fall schedule of programming that
we think you are going to LOVE!

THE ROBERT
MCLAUGHLIN GALLERY
72 Queen Street
Civic Centre, Oshawa
https://buff.ly/3kWRz9O
We’re excited to welcome you
back to the RMG!.
Please visit our website before you come see us to
learn more about what protocols and guidelines
we are asking our visitors to follow in order to
keep everyone safe and comfortable.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

THE VISUAL ARTS CENTRE
OF CLARINGTON
143 Simpson Avenue, Bowmanville
https://www.vac.ca
We’re looking forward to seeing you once again
in person! The Visual Arts Centre of Clarington
(VAC) is pleased to announce our re-opening
exhibitions of Fossilized Sunshine and Public
Space. Regular gallery hours have now resumed
with visitor guidelines (Tuesday to Sunday, 10-4
pm) in place. We are confident that the VAC can
provide a comforting refuge and space for learning through these challenging times.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

WHITBY ARTS TRAIL
whitby.ca/artstrail
Whitby's first ever Arts Trail is an interactive
way to tour Whitby’s outdoor public art, murals,
artisan studios, galleries and maker shops.
There are over 35 cultural and public art locations on the trail. Whether you choose to explore
by bike, foot, car, or computer this project
embraces digital technology as an opportunity to
connect arts, culture, creativity and community.
See Public ArtTeaserVideo:
<https://www.whitby.ca/en/play/arts-and-culture.aspx#Arts-Trail-Video-Teaser>

Uxbridge Art on the Fringe Festival
September 18-19, 2021
https://artistsofuxbridge.ca/art/art-on-the-fringe/
The Festival features emerging and established
artists displaying their artwork … paintings,
ceramics, fibre arts, jewelry, furniture.
Visit the Fringe Art Festival at the Museum
Historical Centre, just north of the Brock Street
West roundabout where you can:
• Browse and shop at more than 20 Exhibitors
• Eat lunch and snacks from Annina’s
Temptation food truck.
• Listen to live music provided by local
Musicians
• plus Exhibits and Washrooms are accessible.
While you are visiting Art on the Fringe don’t forget to see the many Museum buildings and farm
equipment from yesteryear. This is truly a great
location high on a hill overlooking Uxbridge. A
large parking lot is on the south side for those
arriving by car or you can get your exercise by
walking the trail to the venue. Paved accessible
parking is available closer to the buildings.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

WESTBEN
6698 County Rd. 30, North, Campbellford
https://www.westben.ca
Open Air Fall Fest ~ September, 2021
From Sept. 10 to 26 with Covid protocols in place
you can enjoy these performers in open air venues:
• Ken Tizzard ~ At The Campfire
• Sounds in Nature ~ At Mary West Nature Reserve
• Bennett-Finley Family ~ At Willow Hill
• Andre Laplante ~ At the Barn
• Sammy Jackson ~ At the Campfire
• Lailla Biall ~ At The Barn
• Leahy ~ At Willow Hill
• Kerri Ough & Ben Whiteley ~ At The Campfire
• Dave Mowat & Claton Yates ~ At the Campfire
Get your tickets now at www.westben.ca
Tickets selling quickly.
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2021 Members
Ruth Abernethy
Glenda Amodeo
Bonnie Arnason - Exec.
Cheryl Bannister
Hi-Sook Barker
• Robert McLaughlin
Irene Bate
Gallery, Oshawa
Marjatta Beasley
Tim Bellhouse
• Faeron Pileggi, Whitby
Lynn Bishop
Nesrin Blair
Stuart & Barbara Blower
Bob Bourke
• Lynne Bishop,
Bill Boyes
Sunderland
Susan Brown - Exec.
Mandy Budan - Exec.
• Latcham Art Centre,
Diana Bullock
Stouffville
Charles Burke
Jennifer Burrows
• Sylvia Le Roy,
Butt
• Northumberland Players, Marie
Kevin Byrne
Cobourg
Joseph Capo
Lois Child
• Visual Arts Centre,
Maria Ciccone
Bowmanville
Cathy Clark
Mary Cook - Exec.
Karen Coyle
Join PRAC now and we’ll
Jayshree Mina Daya
Petra Dettman
make you a 2022 member!
Janice Ellis - Hon. Mem
Dominque Faivre
Gary Faulkner - Exec.
September 24 Harper Forbes
to October 24 Brenda Fountain
Peter Fritze
There are over 90
Victoria Froats - Exec.
outdoor public
Andrea Graham - Hon.Mem
sculptures in Durham Region where
you can safely visit and enjoy in this David Green - Exec.
Marjorie Green
self-guided activity. You can downRuth Greenlaw
load a pdf list of the artforms from
Amanda Hale
https://pineridgearts.org/selfie.html or
Bill Hamilton
use our google map to find them.
Make your tour more memorable and Helen Harkin
Estelle Hawkins
take a selfie with the sculpture. Post
Shirley Heard
and share them with PineRidge Arts
Michaela Helliwell
Council on facebook and Instagram.
Eva Henn
Discover a new sculptor, learn about Garry Herridge
the artists and enjoy the outdoors.
Elsie Hetherman - Exec
Become a tourism ambassador in your Robert Hinves - Exec.
community as you fall in love with
Sandy Hinves
the artforms around you. The sculp- Julia Hitchcock
tures can be found across Durham
Kay Hubbard
region, from Beaverton to Port Perry
Diane Huson
to Newcastle to Pickering.
Edson Inniss
Please don’t touch the sculptures,
Rola Jaber - Exec
Nick Januschewski
wear a mask and keep two metres
Sharon Januschewski
from others.

Welcome
New Members

Renewed Members

Dorsey James - Hon.Mem
Judith Jewer
Anne Johnson
Tony Johnson
Valerie Kent
Anja Knuuttila - Exec.
Andrew Kulin
Romella Kumar
Jacqueline La Frano
Gail Lawlor
Sylvia Le Roy
Angie Littlefield - Adv.Brd
Wayne Lovett
Maureen Lowry
Mary Lumb
Beverley Marshall
Judith Matthews
Janice McHaffie
Doreen McRae
Yvonne Meissner
Lynda Meredith - Exec.
Gordon Miller - Exec.
Joan Moss
Kirsty Naray
Allan O’Marra
Donna Painter
Carolyne Pascoe
Jan Pettafor
Faeron Pileggi
Inese Poga
June Probert
Richard Pyves
Susan Reed
Karen Richardson
David Reid - Exec.
Margaret Rodgers
Carol Sabean - Exec.
John Sabean
Elaine Saliani
Mike Scholte - Exec.
Lynda Scholte
Cathy Schnippering - Exec
Hans Schuster
Irene Seetner - Exec.
Lis Simpson
Rose Sood
Brian Smallman - Exec..
June Smith
Ruth Smith
Raymond St. Jean
Sharon Steinhaus
Gail Stoddart
Marilyn Talpash - Exec.
Margaret Taylor
Jaan Teng
Bonnie Thomson
Alexandra Troop
Sheila Tucker
Gwen Tuinman

Lynn Vegter
Irma Veronneau
Jasmine Ward
Heather Whaley
Denise Wilkins
Gwen Williams Exec./H.M.
Gordon Wilson
Phil Wooding

2021 Groups
A Gift of Art Gallery
Artists of Uxbridge
Arts on Fire Ajax
Ajax Creative Arts
Ajax Public Library
Art Guild of Scarborough
Cathedral Bluffs Orchestra
Cavan Arts
Church of L.D. Saints
City of Pickering
Durham Notables
Dur. Philharmonic Choir
Dur. Shoestring Perf.
Dur. West Arts Ctr.Fdn
Elexicon Energy
OPG-Pickering Nuclear
Elexicon Energy
Enbridge Pipelines Inc
Galerie Q
Latcham Art Centrer
Lemonville Group of Artists
Lynde House Museum
Monday Morning Singers
Music4Life Ensemble
Northumberland Players
Ont Power Generaton
Oshawa Camera Club
Pickering Public Library
Port Perry Artists
Resound Choir
Robert McLaughlin Gallery
Rotary Club of Pickering
Scugog Council for the Arts
Shuttlebug Weav/Spinners
St. Francis Centre, Ajax
Theatre On The Ridge
Town of Ajax
Town of Whitby
Victoria County Studio Tour
Visual Arts Centre, Clarington
Whitby Historical Society

Membership data on
this page updated
as of Aug. 20, 2021

2020 Members
Lee Abernethy
Wendy Birmingham
Jean & Hal Bilz
Michael Black
Maggie Burgess
Martha Burgess
Jane Butler
Lynn Chandler

Thanks to our July//August/21 ArtScene team of proofers: Mary
Cook, Gordon Miller & Cathy Schnippering.
ArtScene will only be available on-line until we are able to once
again deliver hard copies to public places. Please go to
pineridgearts.org and click on the ArtScene link at the top right.

CHECK OUT OUR ON-LINE JOTFORM
TO GIVE US YOUR
• Upcoming Events Postings
• Membership Applications

Gayle Clow
Tim Colleran
Teresa Davies
Debbie Dell
A.B. Funkhauser
Lionel Furs
Nellys Garcia
Denise Gracias
Sheri Gundry
Lianne James
Jennifer Klein
John Krasinski
Helen Leach-Edwards
Sabrina Leeder
John Leonardo
Kim Lowes
Ramona Marquez-Ramraj
Douglas Marrs
Margie Marsh
Ted Martin
Marc McDermott
Eileen Myers
Heather Nicholson
Debbie Parrott
Leif Petersen
Dr. Victoria Plaskett
Nedda Riva Zaharelos
Lesa Robertson
Gordon Ross
Jennifer Ross
Ambreen Saba
Caitlin Sabean Untermann
Elizabeth Sale
Michelle Slivinsky
Mary Jo Smith
Rylie Snedden
Suzanne Snyder
Joan Sutton
Barbara Szita-Knight
Sharad Tembe
Jasmine Ward
Ian Winton
Angela Wong

2020 Groups
City of Oshawa
Cobourg Art Club
Dur. Community Choir
Georgina Arts Centre
Herongate Barn Theatre
JeanArts Studio
Kawartha Arts Festival
Durham East Photo. Club
North. Hills Studio Tour
Ontario Philharmonic
Open Studio Art Cafe
Oshawa Art Assoc
Oshawa Civic Band
Pickering Wood Carvers
Pine Ridge Art Assoc.
Regent Theatre
Serenity Stained Glass Studio
Schoolhouse Gr. of Artists
Station Gallery, Whitby
Valentia Comm. Centre
Whitby Brass Band
Whitevale Arts & Culture
VOS Theatre

Thankyou for your Membership
Your input and involvement is vital to us and
we invite you to share your ideas for improving
the effectiveness of our Arts Council.
Please come out to one of our meetings (when
allowed) and get acquainted ~ or volunteer to
help on our committees or at one of our events.
Members who include their e-mail address on
their application form will receive a
Membership Card attached to their thankyou
confirmation email from PRAC ~ be sure to
print it for possible discounts. You will also
receive updates through Mailchimp.
This list is not sold or shared.
Membership renewals are due every January.
You can also join anytime on-line at
pineridgearts.org/PRACmembership.html
and pay by cheque, PayPal or eTransfer
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